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NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLE IN THE LOWER SUGAR RIVER VALLEY:  
12,000 YEARS AGO TO THE PRESENT 

INTRODUCTION 

Native American history in the Lower Sugar River Valley (hereinafter referred to as “the valley”) 
spans nearly 12 millennia from the end of the Pleistocene to the present day. The great story of 
these people is visible across our landscape in the form of ancient village sites, winter rock 
shelters, and ancestral burial mounds on prominent bluff tops (Fig. 1, 2 and 3). Additional insights 
into how these people lived can be seen in the oral traditions and ceremonies of contemporary 
Native American people. This rich historical record is a palimpsest that allows us to examine and 
learn from cultures who occupied the area for thousands of years prior to the arrival of the first 
Europeans.  
 
Within this saga are stories of cultures who lived in relative peace and successfully managed their 
environment meticulously well for centuries, countered by other examples of groups failing under 
the stress of population pressure, resource depletion, and warfare. The challenges and issues 
faced by these cultures would be very familiar to us today. We can understand and learn from 
their experience or ignore it at our peril. If we choose the former, it is important for us to preserve, 
understand, and respect these places of past endeavor, for by doing so we may well create a 
foundation for solving some of our contemporary global difficulties.  
 
An excellent way to approach an understanding of past environments and the way humans 
interacted with and altered their surroundings over time is through a close examination of the 
archaeological remains on the landscape. Although the Sugar River has an exceptionally rich 
archaeological record, it has received little scholarly attention in the past. Despite the abundance 
of past remains, like all places, the area is suffering from the rapid loss of important 
archaeological sites due to intensive agriculture, urban development, and erosion. These 
processes are likely to accelerate in the near future as the Madison metropolitan area continues 
to grow outwards. In many areas of the Midwest it is estimated that site degradation, attrition, and 
loss already stands over ninety percent.  
 
A good example of this is the case of effigy mounds in the Rock River Valley near Rockford, 
Illinois. In the early 20th century there were 26 effigy mounds recorded in the vicinity, now only 
two remain (a 92% loss of a valuable and irreplaceable cultural resource). Archaeological sites 
cannot be re-seeded, re-grown, or recreated. The people who left the cultural deposits are gone, 
so when the evidence of their past lives is destroyed, their history, accomplishments, and lessons 
are lost forever. Thus the time to incorporate an understanding of local archaeology and 
environment is now, before the loss of both resources makes this holistic and mutually beneficial 
understanding impossible1. 
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PALEOINDIAN TRADITION: 11,0000 - 9,000 B.C. 

After the retreat of the last glaciers from the region, small bands of highly mobile hunters entered 
the valley, likely from the south and east. The area these people encountered was much cooler 
and dominated by spruce forest. These groups moved over large territories (450-650 km) in 
pursuit of megafauna such as mammoth and mastodon (Figure 4). The nature of this colonization 
means that Paleoindian sites are very rare and often ephemeral (Figure 5). The great time depth 
of these sites has left little preserved with the exception of stone tools and the debris from their 
production and repair. The importance of stone tools to these mobile people is indicated by their 
preference for very high quality raw material from distant sources. These materials were obtained 
through social exchange or visits to the sources during their migrations. One of the most 
diagnostic tools of Paleoindian people were long, well flaked Clovis or Folsom points with 
distinctive channel flakes driven up from the base to facilitate hafting (Figure 6). These tools were 
hafted onto long shafts used to bring down megafauna with the aid of a spear thrower or atlatl.  

The presence of fluted points from surface collections indicates that these people were definitely 
moving through the valley. Undoubtedly Paleoindian people were exploiting a variety of rich 
resources and had a dynamic social life and complex belief systems—we just have little 
preserved material to interpret these aspects of their lives. By the end of the Paleoindian tradition 
the forest regime had evolved to a more diverse mixture of fir, pine, elm, ash, and oak. The 
megafauna had become extinct by this time, although it is unclear whether habitat loss, human 
hunting pressure or both were responsible. The megafauna were replaced by a variety of smaller 
mammals we would recognize today2.  

ARCHAIC TRADITION: 9,000-1,000 B.C.  

The broad time of Archaic occupation within the valley is characterized by slow population 
growth, adaption to changing environments and an increased settling in to more localized areas 
with a corresponding intensification of exploiting resources such as small local game and nuts. 
This intensification is seen in the accumulation of large mussel shell middens and subterranean 
features for storing dried food stores (Figure 7A).  

Initially Archaic people lived within a cool, moist climate dominated by a relatively closed  mesic 
forest with very limited openings of oak-hickory or prairie. This environment was home to 
abundant white tail deer, squirrel, and other game. These conditions changed  from 
approximately 8,000-4000 years ago when an extended dry period known as the Hypsithermal 
Interval instigated an expansion of prairie grasslands and oak-savanna across the region. This 
expansion is shown in (Figure 7B).  

Although the impact of the Hypsithermal varied locally, in some areas the drying was significant 
enough to cause a restriction in settlement location as groups clustered around the larger 
wetlands and river systems that remained intact. Around 4,000 B.C., the climate had become 
moister and the floral communities assumed a state that remained relatively stable until the 
dramatic alterations brought on by American settlement. The resource-rich patchwork consisted 
of forested valleys and upland prairies with a game rich edge area of mixed grass and copses of 
oak-hickory.  
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Later Archaic people developed a settlement system and seasonal round of resource exploitation 
during this time that would be utilized in varying forms for the next several millennia. This land 
use entailed bands gathering at base camps near large wetland complexes in warm months then 
dispersing to smaller camps over the year to exploit specific resources. During the winter months 
a band would split up into even smaller kin groups to ride out the winter within protected inland 
rock shelters. As Archaic populations grew and settled into local landscapes, resource 
exploitation intensified and people began to manage their environment with fire and other tools to 
maintain or expand prairie edge zones and encourage nut producing mast trees. This conscious 
alteration of the environment would continue in many forms until post-contact time. The so called 
virgin timber and prairie that Europeans encountered was actually the result of centuries of 
extensive manipulation by Native American cultures through time. 

Archaic people in the area also developed a number of additional innovations that included the 
use of regional projectile point styles, manufacture of groundstone tools such as grooved axes, 
the use of subterranean pit features to store food, the long term use of stable community 
cemeteries, and the beginning of experiments with domesticating plants. The end of the Archaic 
period saw the establishment of exchange systems that moved exotic materials across the 
midcontinent, much of which ended up as burial goods for the esteemed deceased. Although 
these advancements are often overshadowed by professional studies focusing on earlier or later 
time periods, it is the many innovations of the Archaic Tradition that established a solid foundation 
for later cultural developments across the Midcontinent3.  
 
WOODLAND TRADITION: 1,000 B.C.- A.D. 1000 

The Woodland Tradition is often considered to begin when the first ceramics were produced 
initially in the southeast and later in the Midwest. The first ceramic vessels were large, thick pots 
with cone shaped bases that were low fired and meant to sit permanently in the ground. During 
the middle of the Woodland Tradition from approximately 200 B.C.-200 A.D. some groups actively 
participated in long distance exchange networks and a set of corresponding ritual and burial 
traditions with evidence for distinctive local selection and re-interpretation. The availability of 
abundant lead may have given local Middle Woodland groups access to a much-desired 
commodity in this exchange system. Much of the exotic trade material was fashioned into 
elaborate ornaments and pieces of ceremonial art that were ultimately deposited as grave goods 
in large burial mounds.  

These cultures also continued experimenting with horticulture, cultivating gardens of squash, 
gourds, sunflower, goosefoot, knotweed, marshelder, and little barley (Figure 8). These Middle 
Woodland groups are often referred to as Hopewell, a generic term covering people across the 
midcontinent who shared some of these similarities. Hopewell people lived in terrace or floodplain 
villages spaced approximately 20 miles apart along major rivers. Most of these villages were 
overlooked by impressive groups of burial mounds containing the remains of their ancestors 
accompanied by substantial materials to take into the afterlife (Figure 9). 

By 300 A.D, the shared Hopewell beliefs, exchange systems and elaborate burial practices that 
were overlain on local traditions had faded. Although long thought to be a cultural decline, this 
was actually a period of dynamic change across the region. This time period witnessed a 
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dramatic population increase and filling of the landscape, the adoption of the bow and arrow, 
which revolutionized hunting and warfare, and competition for resources. People congregated 
into fortified villages, coinciding with the introduction of maize as an extensively cultivated 
crop. In addition, local Late Woodland people manufactured and used a variety of thin and 
elaborately decorated ceramics known collectively as Madison ware (Figure 10).  
 
Across southern Wisconsin, the Late Woodland people were participating in another widely 
shared ideology centered on the construction of earthen effigy mounds across the landscape 
(Figure 11). The construction of these enigmatic mounds likely drew dispersed communities 
together and they probably carried multiple meanings pertaining to clan structure, territories, and 
burial of the dead. Sometime around 900 A.D. effigy mound construction largely ceased in many 
places and there appears to be a substantial amount of population concentration, increased 
warfare, and the construction of fortified villages4.  
 
MISSISSIPPIAN AND ONEOTA TRADITIONS: A.D. 1000-1400 

The stresses on local people at the end of the Woodland Tradition were felt by many cultural 
groups across the midcontinent at this time, and their solutions varied widely by locale. In 
southwest Illinois near present day East St. Louis, a culture arose referred to as Mississippian. 
This culture and way of living was a radical departure from the way people had lived during the 
Archaic and Woodland Traditions. Mississippian people lived in large, fortified towns, were reliant 
on substantial maize cultivation, and had a rigid social system where rank was inherited. These 
towns were often constructed around a public plaza flanked by large platform mounds topped by 
the residences and temples associated with elite priests and authorities.  

In the immediate vicinity of the East St. Louis area was the enormous city of Cahokia with over 
ten thousand inhabitants surrounded by a number of large satellite towns and villages (Figure 
12). It is now becoming clear that many of the new participants in these changes were migrants 
from afar, possibly drawn to the perceived spiritual power, authority, and prosperity of Cahokia’s 
leaders. The sheer size of Mississippian developments in this area assured that their ideas and 
actions would have a powerful influence throughout the Midwest.  

As Cahokia grew, its sphere of influence expanded northward in the form of local people 
emulating portions of Mississippian cultural practices or actual migrations of small numbers of 
Mississippian people from the south. In southern Wisconsin it appears that a small group of 
Mississippian people settled within a local Late Woodland village along the Crawfish River at a 
site named Aztalan. This settlement was re-configured to include platform mounds and a large 
palisade. The evidence of strong Woodland influences in some of the material culture indicates 
that the two groups lived together for several generations. Although there are no large 
Mississippian settlements within the Sugar River Valley, there are examples of Mississippian 
ceramics in collections and one a site (North Mound: 47DA422) to the north near Paoli that may 
represent a flat-topped platform mound (WASI 2014). Little is known of this intriguing site and 
further investigation is needed to determine if in fact it is a Mississippian-influenced community. 
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Although there was a Mississippian presence in southern Wisconsin, and replication or emulation 
of some Mississippian innovations, it was not long before the local Mississippian-Woodland 
interaction began traveling in its own unique trajectory. True Mississippian social structure with 
powerful leaders, rigid hierarchy, and inherited leadership did not take hold across the area. The 
populations in the north were much smaller, the geography vast, and resources plentiful. All of 
these factors were not conducive to replicating the social structure of southern Mississippians. It 
is a possibility that some of the small Mississippian groups who came north did so to purposely 
remove themselves from this kind of structure. 

In many places across the north after A.D. 1300 a new culture developed that is referred to as 
Oneota. These people lived in substantial villages and grew large amounts of maize, but also had 
a very diverse subsistence system and more decentralized leadership than Mississippian groups 
(Figure 13). Some of these Oneota manifestations were likely the distant Siouan ancestors of 
groups like the Ho-Chunk, Ioway and Oto. There are several large archaeological sites to the east 
of the LSRW near Lake Koshkonong that have Oneota components. At the present there does 
not seem to be any evidence of heavy pre-contact Native American occupation in southern 
Wisconsin after the mid 14th century.  
 
After the arrival of Europeans, the valley was occupied by a series of Ho-Chunk communities with 
close ties to the Rock River bands who dominated the area between Lake Koshkonong and 
Beloit, Wisconsin5. 
 
POST CONTACT NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

Following European contact, the presence of lead deposits to the north and east was a dominant 
factor in local Native American activities. During the period between 1600’s until the late 1820’s, 
these groups were involved in the mining, smelting, trading, and use of lead. The two most 
prominent tribal groups associated with this activity were the Meskwaki and Ho-Chunk. The 
Meskwaki work was concentrated in the Upper Mississippi Valley (near present day Dubuque, 
Iowa and Galena, Illinois) while the Ho-Chunk activity focused on mines along the northern 
portion of the Sugar River and to the west near present day Dodgeville, Wisconsin. From the late 
1700’s into the 1820’s, a number of Ho-Chunk bands began migrating into southern Wisconsin 
and northern Illinois. This migration roughly followed the southwesterly direction of the Rock River 
Valley and its tributaries, placing these Ho-Chunk people along the eastern edge of the lead 
district (Figures 14 and 15).  

The first Ho-Chunk involvement in the contest over the lead region occurred just prior to the 
outbreak of the War of 1812. After returning from the Battle of Tippecanoe, the Ho-Chunk desired 
revenge against the Americans. Thus Rolling Thunder and Man Eater led a party of 100 warriors 
from Lake Koshkonong to the lead district. On New Years Day of 1812, they wiped out an 
American lead smelting and trading establishment along the Mississippi across from the mouth of 
the Galena River. In 1822 a mining lease was granted to Col. James Johnson who proceeded to 
the Galena River with a force of employees and African American slaves.  
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This was the beginning of the lead rush that would soon displace the resident Meskwaki along the 
Galena River. This was also the first year that Indian Agent Nicholas Boilvan encouraged the Ho-
Chunk to take up lead mining on a large scale (Figure 16). Boilvan saw lead as a more abundant, 
stable, non-perishable, and consistently available resource than the rapidly dwindling fur supply. 
A year later Indian Agent Thomas Forsyth reported that the Ho Chunk had invited the Sac to 
ascend the Rock River to mine lead, likely at the Sugar River Diggings (Figure 17).  

 
The Treaty of 1825 in Prairie du Chien attempted to formalize the boundaries between mineral 
lands open to American prospectors and Ho-Chunk territory. The boundary line was established 
as the upland ridge dividing the Mississippi and Rock River drainages. Areas falling within the 
Mississippi drainage were open to miners while territory to the east within the Rock River 
drainage was considered Ho-Chunk territory and off limits. As the influx of miners increased, 
officials began to issue mining permits over the drainage divide in Ho-Chunk territory. The Ho-
Chunk eventually took matters into their own hands by physically expelling the American miners 
when possible.  
 
An additional strategy included inviting powerful Americans into their territory who they viewed as 
sympathetic: individuals who could serve as a buffer between them and the onrushing swarms of 
heavily armed prospectors. The centerpiece of this strategy consisted of allowing Henry Gratiot 
and his brother Beon to establish homesteads, smelters, and trading warehouses at what 
became known as Gratiot’s Grove on the upland border between United States and Ho-Chunk 
territory. The Ho-Chunk knew that the Gratiot’s mother was from the powerful Chouteau family 
from Saint Louis. Gratiot’s Grove grew to include 20 Creole, Swiss, and Anglo families with 
Meskwaki, Dakota, and Ho Chunk kin in other Creole settlements such as Prairie du Chien and 
Green Bay.  
 
Although the presence of the Gratiot brothers curtailed some abuses, Indian Agents continued to 
receive Ho Chunk complaints of trespassing. One example of such was conducted by Henry 
Dodge who brought African American slaves and workmen east of the ridge where they found the 
Ho-Chunk leader The Bear and his band busily mining. After one sided negotiations and threats, 
Dodge was reluctantly given permission to mine and his incursion soon swelled to a palisaded 
encampment of 130 well-armed miners. The years following 1828 saw the opening of American 
trading posts and smelting operations at the Ho-Chunk controlled Sugar River Diggings (just 
southwest of present day New Glarus, Wisconsin and NW of the lower valley). These 
establishments were likely tolerated because several of the men had Ho-Chunk or Creole wives 
and additional connections with the respected Gratiot family. It was here that Esau Johnson 
reported Ho-Chunk miners under Spotted Arm having 100,000 pounds of lead on hand and 52 
stone lined trench furnaces in operation. Although Johnson’s reminisces may have been 
embellished by age, there is no doubt that the Sugar River Diggings were a focal point of Ho-
Chunk mining and trading activity. In 1831 Jules Louis Rene de Munn established a trading post 
across the Sugar River from White Breast’s village near present day Brodhead Wisconsin. Jules 
was married to Henry and Beon Gratiot’s sister and the two brothers were instrumental in helping 
him set up his business. Jules was forced to abandon his post early in 1832 when Black Hawk 
began ascending the Rock River with his band.  
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Ultimately both incipient Creole communities at Gratiot’s Grove and Sugar River would be 
shattered by the upcoming Black Hawk War debacle. In the war’s aftermath, the Ho-Chunk leader 
Whirling Thunder took his band to live on the property of John Dougherty at the Sugar River 
Diggings. Dougherty’s wife Mary was related to Whirling Thunder, so these kin ties were essential 
to forestalling immediate removal. The Ho-Chunk mining tradition ended bitterly several years 
later. Harris Palmer reports that in 1840 over 250 Wisconsin Ho-Chunk were rounded up for 
removal, many of whom were placed in chains for the subsequent march. This unfortunate group 
was shipped across the Mississippi and dumped at the mouth of the Turkey River in northeast 
Iowa. Despite repeated attempts at removal, many Ho-Chunk bands continued to filter back to the 
area, many eventually taking up permanent residence to the north near Black River Falls6.   
 
ARCHEOLOGY IN THE LOWER SUGAR RIVER VALLEY 
 
Despite the incredibly long and rich history of the LSRW, there has been virtually no 
professional archaeological research done in the area. A perusal of sites recorded within 
the Wisconsin and Illinois state site files gives a sort of random and definitively biased (as 
to what was reported) sample of the type of sites one can expect within the study area. In 
total the LSRW contains approximately 221 reported archaeological sites whose 
breakdown by component (or archaeological culture) is provided in Table 1. 
 

SITE COMPONENT COUNT PERCENT 
Unknown Pre-Contact 138 62.4% 
Paleoindian  4 1.8% 
Archaic  7 3.2% 
Woodland  18 8.1% 
Mississippian-Oneota 0 0% 
Historic Native American 3 1.4% 
Historic Euro-American 43 19.5% 
Multi-Component 8 3.6% 

TOTAL 221 100% 
 
Table 1: Recorded archaeological sites within the LSRW in Wisconsin and Illinois. 
 
From this table it can be noted that the entire culture history of human occupation is present 
within the valley, with an emphasis on sites that have unknown pre-contact cultural occupations, 
Woodland sites (both mound and villages), as well as later post-contact Euro-American sites. The 
multi-component sites include two examples with Paleo indian and Archaic occupations and six 
examples with Archaic and Woodland occupations. Although outside the study area, a check of 
townships to the north along the river indicates the presence of ninte recorded Ho-Chunk villages, 
especially in the vicinity of the aforementioned Sugar River Diggings area near New Glarus. The 
site file data for Wisconsin and Illinois was derived from the following data bases: IIAPS 2014; 
WASI 2014. 
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From what is known of the surrounding region and number of sites recorded despite a dearth of 
professional exploration, it can be confidently assumed that the valley contains a much richer 
archaeological record than is presently recorded. A better understanding of this rich record can 
be obtained through interviews with local landowners, collectors, and field survey. Understanding 
the way past people used to live within the valley can be of great assistance to current efforts at 
conservation and weaving a rich story of both human and natural change and adaptation through 
time.  
 
Within this broad sweep of history, of particular interest are the way past humans altered the 
landscape and species composition and maintained (or failed to maintain) balance between 
themselves and the resources they depended on. Also of use is the potential for a further 
understanding of where post-contact Ho-Chunk villages are located within the valley. The Ho-
Chunk are actively involved in a concern for the location of their ancestral villages, and their 
importance in the role of Wisconsin’s history is often neglected in popular accounts and 
interpretations (Figures 18 and 19). The archaeology of the valley sits within a critical cultural 
(and natural) crossroads between the Driftless Area to the west and glaciated portion of the state 
(to the east), and has much to offer our comprehension of our shared human and natural past7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Author:  
Philip G. Millhouse. PhD, RPA 
Red Gates Archaeology LLC 
Stoughton, Wisconsin 
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FIGURE 1: Ancient spear point found in a cornfield. Photo by Philip G. Millhouse. 
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FIGURE 2: Bluff face rock shelter occupied by Native Americans for many centuries. 
                   Photo by Philip G. Millhouse. 
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FIGURE 3: Ancient burial mound in southern Wisconsin. Photo by Philip G. Millhouse. 
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FIGURE 4: Paleoindian mastodon hunt. Painting by Andy Buttram, collection of the  
                   Illinois State Museum, Springfield, Illinois. 
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FIGURE 5: Paleoindian mobile camp. Painting by Andy Buttram, collection of the Illinois     
                  State Museum, Springfield, Illinois. 
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FIGURE 6: Clovis points from northern Illinois. Pieces from the late Steve Johnson  
                   Collection. This collection was generously donated to the Illinois State  
                   Archaeological Survey and Macktown Living History Education Center.  
                   Photo by Philip G. Millhouse 
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Figure 7A: Archaic Period Diorama, Courtesy of the Illinois State Museum, Springfield  
               Illinois, photograph by Doug Carr, Museum Photographer. 
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FIGURE 7B: Prairie expansion during the hypsithermal as indicated by the             
                      eastward bulge of tall grass prairie extending through Illinois.  

    Image used courtesy of McDaniel College. 
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Figure 8: Woodland Period Diorama: Courtesy of the Illinois State Museum, Springfield 
Illinois, photograph by Doug Carr, Museum Photographer. 
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Figure 9: Middle Woodland village, Painting by Andy Buttram, collection of the Illinois 
State Museum, Springfield, Illinois. 
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Figure 10: Late Woodland ceramic rim shards. Photo courtesy of Amy Rosebrough. 
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Figure 11: Aerial view of Late Woodland effigy mounds. Aerial courtesy of the National  
                 Park Service, NPS staff photo. 
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Figure 12: Mississippian Period Diorama: Courtesy of the Illinois State Museum,  
                 Springfield Illinois, photograph by Doug Carr, Museum Photographer. 
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Figure 13: Oneota village in Wisconsin. Image courtesy of Amy Rosebrough. 
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Figure 14: Portion of the 1828 Chandler map showing the Sugar River and Ho-Chunk  
                  villages throughout the region. 
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Figure 15: Historic Kickapoo Diorama: Courtesy of the Illinois State Museum, Springfield  
                  Illinois, photograph by Doug Carr, Museum Photographer. 
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Figure 16: Native American lead mine in northwestern Illinois. Photo by Philip G.  
                 Millhouse. 
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Figure 17: Lead turtle effigies found at a former Ho-Chunk village in southern  
                 Wisconsin. Photo by Philip G. Millhouse. 
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Figure 18: Ho-Chunk (Native American) Twined Medicine bag with Thunderbird Design. 
Bison wool, nettle fiber, yarn. 12.8 x 18cm/5 x 7 in., Brooklyn Museum. 
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Figure 19: Chloris Lowe of the Ho-Chunk nation performs a blessing at an effigy mound  
                  in northwestern Illinois. Photograph by Philip G. Millhouse 


